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About This Game

Experience the wonder of discovery as you rebuild a crumbling kingdom in Meridian: Age of Invention, an innovative time and
resource management game! To renovate rundown villages, you'll have to hire workers, scour for resources, repair

infrastructure, provide food and other services, engage in trade and create machines that will make life easier for the people. To
win a gold trophy on each level, you'll have to use your ingenuity to figure out the quickest way to gather resources and

complete your other tasks.

As you travel through lush grasslands, arid deserts and a village built on the sea, your guide will be Professor Cardano, an
eccentric but brilliant inventor. Along the way, you'll meet many other zany characters, all of whom have their own dreams you

can make come true. Endlessly imaginative, visually stunning and accessible to players of every skill level, Meridian: Age of
Invention will take you to a time and place you'll never want to leave!

Features:
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* 55 levels
* 10 different tasks

* 10 unique characters
* Point-and-click controls

* Learn-as-you-play tutorial
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Title: Meridian: Age of Invention
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Mirball Games
Publisher:
Alawar Entertainment
Release Date: 28 Jan, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Swedish
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first of my playtime is wrong because i played in offline mode. i finished the game
the only thing this game has to do with undertale exept the name is how great the music and the dialogs are compared to the
gameplay.
secret tip: you cant buy the soundtrack on steam (due to probably lycensing problems) but you can but it somewhere else for
exmaple amazon

also there is a gay dragon. The best game about rope bondage I've ever played.. nice happy ending T-T. fun game to play, spent a
lot of time playing it and never got bored, although its world map is limited to europe and egypt, it makes up for that by having a
lot of trading possibilities, and a lot of units, totaly what i would expect from a napoleon strategy game.. Really fun game. I hope
Berserk Games add the expansions one day.

Plays a lot like a board game version of FTL. You're being attacked, your ship is in tatters and the only thing that will save you
is making a Jump.

The game is fully playable solo, (though you must play as multiple characters yourself) and I found it quite challenging. It
required a lot of thinking and planning to get the job done, with the ship constantly in danger of destruction.

Visually the game is quite nice, though some of the text is far too small.. Another one of those games that fall right between
'recommend' and 'not recommend'. While $2.5 is still very cheap for such a long game (221 levels?!), it's also excrutiatingly
slow, painful and unfunny after a while. Halfway through the game, you'll realize you gathered all of the achievements but 2, the
stupid ones (number of matches made). The only way I was able to finish the game, was not because it presented a serious
challenge (it did, but it still got really dull), but because after those first 100 levels I started using CE to give myself infinite
bombs, wild tokens and, more importantly, a speed-up feature that makes the game several times faster. At this point it would
have been a 'recommend' for me, but I can't expect everyone to be using CE to account for the game's limitations, so there we
are.

The graphics are cute, the music is alright, there are some very good 'puzzle' levels, but overall you rely too much on luck and
retries to enjoy this in the long run. Maybe if you're planning to play it for years, I don't know... That'd explain why the hardest
achievement (100.000 matches?!) is something like 5 to 10 times higher than the accumulated amount of allowed moves in the
game. So it implies completing it many times, lol... What a silly achievement.

If you're curious about how the story ends, I'm not even going to bother with spoiler tags: there's no 'end' to it. Master wizard
gets abducted, kids save him in the following level, bad guy gets away with it, master wizard promotes them and sends them
after bad guy... Nothing is explained about who the bad guy is, not that we care, I know. But 221 levels for a cliffhanger ending,
followed by no game at all..? (This was originally released 6 years ago, so I'm pretty sure if the team was still together, Rescue
Gold 2 would be on Steam by now...)

Perhaps if you're willing to wait for a follow-up that's been 6 years in the making (hint: really, it's not coming), then I'm sure
you can wait until the first one is in a bundle.. \u2764 Audience \u2764
\u2611 Beginner
\u2610 Casual Gamer
\u2610 Normal Gamer
\u2610 Expert

\u263c Graphics \u263c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic
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\u266c Music \u266c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2620 Difficulty \u2620
\u2611 Easy
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Hard
\u2610 Unfair

\u00a7 Bugs \u00a7
\u2610 Bugs destroy the game
\u2610 Lots of bugs
\u2610 Few Bugs
\u2610 You can use them for speedrun
\u2611 Nothing encountered

\u262f Story \u262f
\u2611 There is none
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2694 Gameplay \u2694
\u2610 Frustrating
\u2610 Sleepy
\u2610 Boring
\u2611 Fun
\u2610 Challenging

\u06de Game time \/ Length \u06de
\u2611 Really short (0 - 3 hours)
\u2610 Short (4 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Few hours (10 - 20 hours) [if you focus on the main story]
\u2610 Long (40-60 hours) [if you complete everything]
\u2610 Very Long (61-100 hours)
\u2610 Extremely Long (101+ hours)

$ Price \/ Quality $
\u2611 Full price
\u2611 Wait for Sale
\u2610 Don't buy
\u2610 Refund it if you can
\u2610 Free. Gets old quick. Might be better if you had to throw the rocks.
Or have some bombs or something.. More easy going match three games, I like them.. Very good way to build Mandarin
Chinese vocabularly! Of course use this program as a supplement to your studies.

Be VERY AWARE though, many of the words for items in the game, while perfectly understandable to mainland Chinese, are
actually used more often in Taiwan.
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Signal Relay : Ambiguous

Emergency Repairs : Not bad. But it is also not useful.

High Explosive Anti-Tank (HEAT) Shells : Perfect, This is all of the commanders

Panzer Commander : Very useful

Veteran Panzer IV Ausf J. Battle Group : Trash, um... just trash... late appearance, poor performance. Rather Select a Panther..
Enjoyable little game. It's a take on the Hotline Miami mechanic, with co-op (I think).

Easy to learn, fun to play. Funny, too.

The Trump\/Putin update is a stroke of genius.

Easily worth the price of a Big Mac \/ \u0411\u0438\u0433 \u041c\u0430\u043a meal.. For how great this game should be, it's a
disappointment. But it's still pretty fun!

It is fun. The art direction and general idea is amazing. Some of the racing concepts are surprisingly unique for a kart racer (you
know, Mario Kart knockoff.) The F1 license is such a cool twist on the whole kart racer concept. Love it.

It's hard to whole-heartedly recommend it at full price however. I hate to speculate but it seems like a game that got a LOT of
love in the early stages of design (the art, physics...) and then didn't get the final polish it deserved. Could've been absolutely
amazing. As it stands, it's... still pretty cool. I got it on sale, and while it's not perfect, I'm still playing, and having fun! Very
similar style to recent Mario Kart games: some of the weirder aspects of courses like loops/jumps/etc flow very well.

There's probably better ways to spend $15, but, it's a fun racer with a great concept that's fairly rough around the edges.
Definitely worth a "thumbs-up," but I won't call it great. Still worth checking out on sales or if you're really into F1, or kart
racers... something about big-head Michael Schumacher spinning out is kinda hilarious.. Let me start off by saying Im an indie
game developer and Ive tried many engines before choosing RTS Creator.

Out of about 15-20 engines Ive tried RTS Creator (RTSC) is by far my favorite. Although I only have 9.8 hours on score for the
engine as of the time of this post, I will be using this very often.

The Engine:
Its a simple engine that has alot of potential. Not only is it easy to use, it allows for complex technology trees, as well as many
other features. Want to do a RD game, a simple RTS, or the next big RTS? This is that engine. The devs are constantly working
to improve this engine from what Ive read. They have alot planned that they will put into the engine.

Link (http:\/\/www.rtscreator.net\/index.php?\/topic\/24-future-features\/)

The AI:
The AI is an interesting point. In the demo you get a good feel for the AI, while getting a small taste for other things. I have not
played to much with AI yet but from what Ive already gotten done its a simple If\/Then tree with general or specific points in
there.

Ex: "If: attacked by: enemy who: any
  Attack: Enemy Who: Any With: T1 Tanks"

Thats a basic idea of the current AI system in game. It may seem confusing but after you understand what to click to get what
type of reaction than youre set for AI.

Map\/Level:
The map design is a fun aspect of it the game, you can currently make a map at a max of 2000x2000 which is bigger than it
sounds, but the developers plan to increase that from what Ive read. The map also features an in game map editor that allows
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you to create hills\/mesas and put vegitation in the map.

Importing assets:
The asset importing is amazingly simple, you can import all your work in a very small amount of time, although the engine only
uses prefered file types like .ogv, .ogg, .b3d, ect. ~IF~ you import a video, it must be .ogv but the sound must also be .ogg I
found out. If you dont youll\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665yourself when you play the video and hear static and such.

Menu deisgn:
A very easy feature which you can have as many menus as you want for any type you want. Theres a drop down selection that
allows you to assign buttons for various things, name buttons as you want, import images to the background and all the fun stuff.
The only down side right now (4\/12\/2015) is that there is no ability to put audio into your menus to my knowledge, but again
the developers are going to put that feature in the engine as they go.

Overall from a 1 being horrid and 10 being godsent, I would rate this engine an 8.5 as it stands now. Once all the other features
are put into the engine I would up it to a 9.5 or 10.

(http:\/\/www.rtscreator.net\/index.php?\/page\/rts_creator.html). i love it!, really relaxing game, easy quest line and a good time
passer, also really addictive.
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